The Magic School Bus Stories

**Classics:**
The Magic School Bus: And the Climate Challenge 363.73 C675m 2010 (Lib Sci Collection)
The Magic School Bus: And the Electric Field Trip 621.3 C675m 1997 (Lib Sci & Dornish Collection)
The Magic School Bus: And the Science Fair Expedition 509 C675m 2006 (Lib Sci Collection)
The Magic School Bus: At the Waterworks Col Mag (Dornish Collection)
The Magic School Bus: Explores the Senses 612.8 C675m 1999 (Lib Science & Dornish Collection)
The Magic School Bus: In the Time of the Dinosaurs Col Mag (Dornish Collection)
The Magic School Bus: Inside a Hurricane 551.552 C675m 1995 (Lib Sci & Dornish Collection)
The Magic School Bus: Inside the Earth 551 C675m 1987 (Lib Sci & Dornish Collection)
The Magic School Bus: Inside the Human Body 612 C675ma (Lib Sci & Dornish Collection)
The Magic School Bus: Lost in the Solar System 523.3 C675m 1990 (Dornish Collection)
The Magic School Bus: On the Ocean Floor 591.77 C675m 1992 (Lib Sci & Dornish Collection)

**Teaching Guides:**

**In Spanish:**


**In Catalan:**
The Magic School Bus: Inside the Human Body / L’autocar Màgic del Cos Humà 612 C675ma 1991b (Dornish Collection)